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We prove that, given an infinite group G there is a directed graph Xsuch that its 
automorphism group A(X) is the regular epresentation f G. The proof uses 
combinatorial set theoretic arguments (Erdrs-Rado partition calculus). One of 
the lernmas asserts that, if I G r ~ 2 ~ then G contains a subset H of power ~+ 
satisfying 
x-ly = y-lz ~- x = z (x, y, z ~ H). 
COROLLARY. Given an infinite group G there exist a simple graph X, a par- 
tially ordered set P, and a commutative s migroup S such that A(X) ~ A(P) _~_ 
A(S) ~_ G. Moreover A(X) and A(P) each have three orbits, while A(S) has five 
orbits. 
INTRODUCTION 
0.1. By a graph we mean a couple X ~-- (V, E) of  sets, E being a subset 
of  the set [V] 2 of two-element subsets of V. A digraph Y -- (V, R) consists of 
a set V and a binary relation R C V • V on V. 
0.2. It  is known that every infinite group G is isomorphic to the auto- 
morphism group A(X)  of some graph X (de Groot  [11], Sabidussi [23]). One 
can easily modify their proofs so as to get an appropr iate graph X whose 
vertex set V := V(X) has cardinality } G] .  In fact, it is known even more 
generally that given a monoid M there is a graph X whose endomorphism 
monoid End(X) ~ M and 1 V(X)I --: ] M 1 i f  M is infinite; V(X) is finite if M 
is finite (Hedrl in et aL [13, 14, 25]). The fol lowing problem has been raised by 
J. Ne~effil and the author:  
0.3. Problem. Does there exist a constant e such that, given any finite 
monoid M, there is a graph X satisfying 
End(X) ~ M; 
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The analogous problem for automorphism groups has been answered 
affirmatively [1]: 
0.4. Given a finite group G different from the cyclic groups Z , ,  3 <~ 
n <<. 5, there is agraph Xsuch that A(X) ~ G and[ V(X)[ ~< 2 [ G [ . 
In fact, a graph X has been constructed such that A(X) ~_ G and A(X) has 
two orbits (] G] =/= 1). 
In the case of infinite groups, the cardinality of V(X) cannot, in general, be 
pushed below [ G[ for the simple reason that there are 2 ~ nonisomorphic 
groups of cardinality x, 2 a nonisomorphic graphs of cardinality A, and for 
h < K we often have (e.g., under the generalized continuum hypothesis, 
GCH) 2 a < 2 ~. To obtain concrete xamples, one can refer to the fact that, 
given any infinite cardinal K, there are groups of power K which are not 
isomorphic to any permutation group of degree <K (as easily seen, the 
alternating roup, acting on x nodes, is such an example). 
0.5. Hence, the proper problem for infinite groups is to minimize the 
number of orbits of A(X) rather than the cardinality of V(X) where X is a 
graph and A(X)~ G. 
0.6. Notation. For G a group, let fl(G) denote the minimum number of 
orbits the permutation group A(X) can have when Xis a graph and A(X) ~ G. 
The known constructions for infinite groups yield the bound fl(G) ~< [ G l 
only. 
Actually, the proof of 0.4 in [1] gives 
0.7. Tr~EOREM. I f  G is a finitely generated group, different from the cyclic 
groups of orders 3, 4, 5, then fl(G) ~ 2. 
The crucial point in the proof is that one needs a generating set H satisfying 
x- ly  = y - l z  ~ X = Z (X, y ,  Z ~ H) .  
For infinite groups G which possess such a generating set, one can easily 
modify the proof given in [1] to obtain/3(G) ~ 3. However, it is very likely 
that not every group has such a generating set, a situation which causes 
difficulties in improving even the trivial estimate/3(G) ~ ] G I 9 
In this paper we show that fl(G) ~ 3 holds for all groups G. 
It should be noted that fl(G) = 1 does not hold in general. The groups G 
for which it is known that fl(G) > 1 are the Abelian groups, except elementary 
2-groups (Sabidussi [24]) and the generalized icyclic groups (Nowitz [20], 
Watkins [26]) (both finite and infinite) and a few small finite groups ([18, 
221). 
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0.8. Conjecture. fi(G) ~ 2 holds for all infinite groups G. 
0.9. A graph (resp. digraph) X is a graphical (resp. digraphical) regular 
representation (GRR and DRR, resp.) of the group G if 
(i) the automorphism group A(X) is isomorphic to G; 
(ii) A(X) acts on the set V of vertices as a regular permutation group 
(i.e., given u, v e V there exists a unique automorphism taking u into v). 
Many efforts have been devoted to the problem of determining which 
groups G have a GRR. A survey of the research done in this field can be found 
in Watkins [27]. Nowitz, Watkins, and Imrich [21, 22, 18, 17] obtained 
fairly general results for finite groups, but almost nothing is known if G is 
infinite (see Watkins [28]). 
0.10. The principal result of this paper is the following 
MAIN THEOREM. Every infinite group has a DRR. 
The proof is rather complicated and will follow from a series of lemmas 
involving combinatorial set theory (partition calculus). A slight modification 
of the proof would yield the same result for any group G of order >No where 
No is a large integer. However, those finite groups having no DRR can be 
determined quite easily. (We do it in another note [2].) 
0.l 1. As a corollary of the main theorem we shall derive the result 
fl(G) ~< 3. 
THEOREM. Given a group G there is a graph X such that A(X) ~ G and 
A(X) has at most three orbits. 
0.12. We mention further Corollaries of the main theorem. 
0.13. COROLLARY. Given a group G, r G [ >/6, there is a structure X = 
(V; E, f )  such that 
(i) (V, E) is agraph; 
(ii) f is an involution on V (unary operation such that f 2 ~ id); satisfying 
{x, f(x)} E E for every x ~ V; 
(iii) A(X)~_ G; 
(iv) A(X) has two orbits on V. 
0.14. COROLLARY. Given an infinite group G there is a partially ordered 
set X ---- (V, <~) such that 
O) A(X)~ G, 
(ii) A(X) has three orbits on V. 
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0.15. COROLLARY. Given a group G with [ G I ~ 6, there is a commutative 
semigroup S such that 
(i) A(S)~--- G, 
(ii) A(S) has five orbits, three of which are fxed  points (one-element 
orbits). 
We complete the proof of the Main Theorem in Section 6. The corollaries 
(including Theorem 0.11) are derived in Section 7. 
0.16. Let us close this section with a related combinatorial group 
theoretic 
Problem. Call an infinite group G strange if any subset H_C G such that 
[ H I  = ] G I contains three members x, y, z (x =/= z) satisfying 
x- ly  = y - l z .  
Are there strange groups ? What are their cardinalities ? 
Professor B. H. Neumann informs me, that, in response to my Problem 
0.16, Vance Faber has obtained results, similar to Lemma 3.2. For [ G [ = ~o, 
this has been proven independently by A. Suslin (Leningrad) (personal 
communication) and by J. Hickman and B. H. Neumann (A question of 
Babai on groups, Bull. Austral Math. Soc. 13(1975), 355-368). The latter 
paper also shows, as does R .G.  Gurevich (Leningrad) independently 
(personal communication), that Abelian groups are not strange; hence 
neither are the groups having an Abelian section H/K (G >~ H t> K) of 
power I G [ (solvable groups, for instance). (Cf. [3].) However, it is likely that 
there are strange groups for all successor cardinals. 
The main result of the mentioned Hickman-Neumann paper is that, if 
the Axiom of Choice is not assumed, even Abelian groups may be strange. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION 
1.1. Graphs and digraphs are defined in 0.1. We associate a digraph 
(V, Re) with the graph X = (V, E); Re denotes the adjacency relation (which 
is symmetric and antireflexive): 
Re -- {(x, y) : {x, y) e E}. 
Using (V, RE) we can translate concepts defined for digraphs to graphs. If 
there is no danger of confusion, we use the same symbol X for the digraph 
(v, Re). 
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1.2. Let Sv denote the group of all permutations of the set V. The 
automorphism group A(X) of the digraph X= (V, R) consists of those 
permutations p e Sv satisfying 
(x, y) ~ R ~:~ (p(x), p(y)) ~ R (x, y e V). 
Xis  asymmetric f [ A(X)I = 1. 
1.3. Subgroups are indicated by 4 .  The regular representation G* of 
the group G is 
G* = {A~ : g e G} <~ Sc 
where the action of the left translation Ag on G is defined by 
Ao(x) = gx (x ~ G). 
1.4. Let P <~ Sv be a permutation group. The stabilizer of x e V in P 
will be denoted by P~. P is regular iff P acts transitively on V and [ P~ [ = 1 
for some x E V (equivalently, for all x e V). Clearly, G* is regular. 
A~(X) stands for the stabilizer of x e V in A(X). 
1.5. For H _C G let {H)  denote the subgroup generated by H. 
e stands for the unit element of G. The identity permutation of any set 
will be denoted by id. 
1.6. For • a (finite or infinite) cardinal, KK denotes the complete graph 
on K vertices. 
A tournament T = (V, R) is a digraph such that R has the trichomoty 
property. 
For a digraph X = (V, R), the out degree of x e V is defined as [{y e V : 
(x, y) e R}I. 
For W _C V, the induced subdigraph X I W is defined by 
XI W=(W,  Rn(W• W)). 
Analogously, for a graph X = (V, E), 
x l  w= (w, En  [wy). 
2. AUXILIARY SET THEORETIC CONCEPTS AND RESULTS 
2.1. We use Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the Axiom of Choice. 
Lower case Greek letters always denote ordinals, which, as customary, are 
identified with the set of their predecessors (hence 0 = ;~). Cardinals are 
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identified with their initial numbers. In particular, ~t 0 ---- to. K + is the immediate 
cardinal successor of  cardinal ~c. For an ordinal o~, cf(~) is the least cardinal 
cofinal to ~. 
2.2. For a set S and a (possibly finite) cardinal K, [S] ~ and [S] <~ denote 
the set of  all subsets of  cardinality ~: and of  cardinality <K, respectively, of  S. 
A x-hypergraph is a couple X = (S, E) where E _C [S] ~. A graph is a 2- 
hypergraph. A subset T _C S is complete in X if [T] ~ C E; T is independent in
X if [ T]~ n E = ;5. 
2.3. The arrow symbol 
-+  (/3, r )  ~ 
is said to hold if any x-hypergraph (~, E) contains either a complete set of  
type/3 or an independent set of  type y. 
We shall need the following well-known theorem of  the Erd6s-Rado 
partition calculus (see [7]). 2 <~ is defined as 
2<~ = ~ 2 v. 
V<K 
2.4. THEOREM (Erd~Js-Rado). For x an infinite cardinal, 
(2<0§ ~ (to, ~)~. 
This theorem can be obtained by combining the following results: 
2.5. THEOREM (ErdiSs-Dushnik-Miller [4], see [5, Theorem 44, p. 475]. 
For x an infinite cardinal, 
~ (to, ~)2. 
2.6. "STEPPING UP" LEMMA (Erd/Ss-Hajnal-Rado [6, p. 101]). For x an 
infinite cardinal and 1 ~ k < to, the relation 
implies 
K -+ (~,  5 )  k 
(2<0+ -+ (~ + 1,/3 + ~)k+l. 
2.7. x >/to is a strong limit if ~ < x implies 2 ~ < x. 
An infinite cardinal ~ is weakly compact if 
K ~ (,,, ,0 ~ 
582b/25/I-3 
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holds. This condition is known to be equivalent to 
~ (~, ~)~ 
for any k, 2 <~ k < w. Weakly compact cardinals are strongly inaccessible 
(=  regular strong limit). Note that w is weakly compact by Ramsey's 
theorem. 
2.8. Given a set S, a set mapping on S is a function f f rom S into the 
power set of S, such that x Of(x) holds for every x ~ S. A subset T of S is 
called free with respect o f i f  T t~ f (x )  = ;~ holds for every x ~ T. We shall 
make use of a simple corollary of the following theorem of Fodor: 
2.9. TrmOREM (Fodor [8], see [12, p. 349]). Let • and tz be infinite 
cardinals and let f :  K ~ [K]<- be a set mapping. Then K can be represented as 
the sum of tz sets, free with respect o f 
2.10. COROLLhgY. Let K and t~ be infinite cardinals, i~ < cf(x) and let 
f :  K --~ [K] <" be a set mapping. Then x has a subset of power K, free with 
respect o f 
2.11. We remark that the results quoted above do not depend on the 
generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH) although some of the original 
proofs are so formulated. Complete proofs can be found in [7]. 
3. INDEPENDENT SUBSETS IN GROUPS 
3.1. DEFINITION. A subset H of a group G is independent if 
x- ly  = y-~z 
implies x = z for any x, y, z e H. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let G be a group and K a subset of  G, K[ = ~ ~ ~o. Then K 
contains an independent subset of power 
O) ~ i f  A is a weakly compact cardinal (in particular, /f  A = oJ); 
(ii) x / fh  > 2<~; 
(iii) x +/ f~ > 2~; 
(iv) K/fA > K and the generalized continuum hypothesis holds. 
Proof. Cases (iii) and (iv) are particular cases of (ii): for (iii), 2 <~+ = 2~; 
for (iv), we have 2 <~ = K if GCH is assumed. 
In order to prove (i) and (ii) we need a sublemma: 
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3.3. SUBLEMMA. Let 
E ---- {{a, b, c} E [K] 8 : a-lb = b-lc}. 
The 3-hypergraph (If, E)  contains no complete set of eight vertices. 
In fact, this implies in case (i) that (K, E) contains an independent set of 
power h (since h ~ (~, h)a for weakly compact cardinals). In case (ii) we 
obtain an independent set of power ~c, in view of the ErdOs-Rado 
Theorem 2.4. 
So, in order to prove the lemma, we only have to observe that a subset of 
K is independent in (K, E) iffit is independent in the sense of 3.t. 
We turn to the proof of the sublemma. Let x ~ K and consider the graph 
x = (K/{x}, E~) 
where 
E~ = {{a, b} : {a, b, x} e E}. 
We prove the stronger statement that X does not contain K7 (the complete 
graph of seven vertices). 
Let us assign colors to the edges of the complete graph on the vertex set K 
such that {u, v} and {w, z} have the same color iff u-iv = (w-lz) ~:1. Let I 
denote the set of colors. Clearly 
(*) for any gEK and ce I  there are at most two edges of color c 
incident with g. 
Let c(u, v) denote the color of {u, v}. 
Assume now that L C_ K\{x}, [ L I = 7 and L induces a complete subgraph 
of X. There are at least four different colors among {c(x, u): u ~ L}; let 
ci = c(x, u~), 1 ~< i ~< 4 be these four colors. 
{ui, us} e E~ means that {u~, u~, x} e E, hence at least two of the colors 
c(x, ui), c(x, us), and c(ui, us) coincide. But c(x, ui) ~= c(x, uj) hence the 
relation 
{(i,j) : c(ui , uj) = c(x, ui)) 
defines a tournament on {1, 2, 3, 4}. There is a vertex of out degree >~2 in any 
tournament on four vertices, hence c(x, ui) = c(ui , uj) = c(ui , uk) for some 
i,j, k (1 ~< i ~< 4, 1 ~ j  < k ~ 4), contradicting (*). The proof is complete. 
In order to be able to treat strong limit cardinals, we have to weaken the 
condition on a subset o be independent. 
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3.4. DEFINITION. The infinite subset L of the group G is quasi-independent, 
if there is a partition 
L~ UL~ 
ct<v 
of L such that 
(a) ~o<~lL~l<lL~l i f~<g<v;  
(b) i f a@L~,b~Lo,c~L~(~, /3 ,  y <v) ,andaT=c,  then 
a-lb ~_ b-lc 
implies o~ </3 and y </3. 
([n particular, the sets L~ are independent.) 
3.5. LEMMA. Let G be a group, K C_ G. Assume that [ K I = A > to is a 
strong limit cardinal. Then K contains a quasi-independent subset L of power A. 
Proof Let K ~ {x~ : ~, < A}. We may assume that 
x, r (xa : a < ~,) b' < h). 
Let v = ef(2) and let 
K=UK. 
a<v 
be a partition of K such that 
x~ ~ K~, xa ~ Ke, and c~ < fi imply 9' < 8; 
and, denoting [K~[ = ~c~, 
o~ <2~ < ~ <~ (~ </3  < ~). 
By Lemma 3.20ii), K~+2 contains an independent set M~ of power + /~n+l 9 
Let N~ = U~<~M~ 9 For x ~ M~ set 
f (x)  = M~ c~ xN; lx .  
Clearly, [N~ ~< ~c+, hence If(x)[ ~< ~+ < ~c~+ 1. Moreover, xr  
hence x r  C M~. Consequently, f is a set mapping on M~ and Corollary 
+ 2.10 to Fodor's Theorem 2.9 applies with K = x~+x, /z = K~+I: M ~ has a 
subset L~ of power ~:++1, free with respect o f 
Let 
L = UL~.  
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Clearly, I L[  = ~. We assert that L is quasi-independent with respect o 
this partition. Definition 3.4(a) is dearly fulfilled. For 3.4(b), let a ~ L~, 
b e Lo , c ~ L~ (~, /3, 7 < v), a ~ c, and 
a-lb = b-lc. 
By our assumption on K, we have ~ ~</3, 7 ~/3.  ~ =/3  = 7 is impossible 
since L~ is independent. I f ~ =/3  > 7 then c E N~ and so a = be-lb ~ M~ n 
bN~b =-f(b) ,  a contradiction, since L~ is free with respect to f. Similarly, 
o~ </3  --  7 is impossible. (The roles of a and of e are symmetric.) The proof  
is complete. 
4. ~-INVARIANT ASYMMETRIC GRAPHS 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let O : [S]2--+ IS] z be a mapping. A graph (V, E ) i s  
O-invariant if V _C S; and {x, y} ~ E implies O({x, y}) e E. 
The following asymmetric graph extension lemma plays a fundamental 
role in the proof  of  the main theorem. 
4.2. LEMMA. 
and, i f  m ~ 2, 
Let  
Let K0, K1 ,..., Km be cardinals. Assume K o ~ oJ and 
Ki+l <~ 2 ~ 
tr ~ Ki+l 
0i = K0 + "'" + Ki 
(O~i~m--  1) 
(0~i~m--  1). 
(O~i~m) ,Om=O 
(1) 
(2) 
(ordinal sum, hence Oi = K~ except i f  m= 1 and K o ~ K 1; then 0=01= 
~c o + K1 is not a cardinal). 
Let 6} : [0] 2 ~ [0] 2 be an involution (thus 8 2 = id) satisfying 
~9({~,/3)) = {7, 3) ~ max{m,/3} = max{y, 3). (3) 
Suppose that there is a r asymmetric graph X '  = (0 o , E') con- 
raining no K~ , but any vertex o f  which is contained in a 1<4 9 Then there is a 
~9-invariant asymmetric graph X = (0, E), containing X '  as an induced sub- 
graph. 
Proof. Set ~( f i )  = 9' if r fi}) = {~, 7) (fi, 7 < ~ < 0). For ~ < 0, (b~ 
is an involution on ~. 
We shall define a set mapping M on 0 by transfinite recursion such that 
M(~) _C ~ (~ < 0). 
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I f  M(fi) is defined for all/3 < ~ (~ ~ 0), then let X~ = (~, E~) denote the 
graph defined by 
E~ = {(/3, ~,} :/3 < ~, < c~,/3 ~ M(7)}. (4) 
Set 0_~ = 0. 
The following properties will be required: 
M(~) is invariant under q~ ; (5) 
for ~ < 0o, /3 ~ M(~) iff {~,/3} ~ E';  (6) 
if o~ ~> 0i then M(~) C o~\0i_~ (0 ~ i ~< m -- 1); (7) 
if ~ < 0~+~ then M(~) n 0~ # ~ (0 ~ i ~ rn -- 1); (8) 
for 0~a</3<0~+1,  M(a) c~0~4:M( /3 )n0~ (0 ~ i <~ m-  1); (9) 
for 0o ~ a < 0, X~ [ M(a) is bipartite. (10) 
For ~ < 0 o , M(~) is uniquely determined by (6). So Xoo = X'. Clearly (5)- 
(10) are satisfied for ~,/3 < 0 o . 
Assume now that 0o ~< ~: ~< 0 and that M(~) is defined for each ~ < ~: such 
that (5)-(10) are fulfilled for ~, fl < ~:. 
First note that X~ is an induced subgraph of Xe (o~ < ~). We assert: 
If H C ~:, [ H ] = 4 and Xe I H is a / (4 then H C 0 o . (11) 
This follows from (10): If 0 0 ~ o~ = max H then X~ [ M(~) is a bipartite 
graph, hence its subgraph X~ 3 H\{~} = X e ] H\{~} is not a / (3 .  
Consequently, as  X' does not contain K,o, 
X e does not contain K,o. (12) 
Let now s e < 0. We are going to define M(~:) such that (5)-(10) remain 
valid for ~,/3 ~ ~:. 
Let 0j_l ~< ~: < 0~- (1 ~ j  ~ m). Set 
P(r = {-: qb(~) < 0~_~}. 
By (2) we have ] P(sC)[ < KJ'-I 9 ( I f j  : 1 then P(~) : ;~.) 
There is a subset C1(0 C 0j_l\0j_2\e(~ ) such that [ C1(0[ : xj-1 and C1(~:) 
is independent in X e . This follows from (12) and the Erd6s-Dushnik-Mi l ler 
Theorem 2.5 (with x : xj_l : r 0~._1 [). 
Let 
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Clearly, C1(~) ~ C~(~) = ~. By the definition of P(~), C2(~) C ~\0~_ 2 .
If] C2(~)I < ~'-~, set C~(~) : ~ and 
c ; (O  : c1 (0 \{~(~) :  ~~ c~(~)}. 
If [ C2(~)1 = Kj - -1 ,  use the Erd6s-Dushnik-Miller Theorem 2.5 again to 
find a subset C~(~) of C2(~) such that [ C~(~)] : x~_~ and C~(~) is indepen- 
dent in X e . Then let 
c~(~) = {~(~)  : ~ ~ c~(0}. 
In either case, set 
D(~) = c~(o u c~(~). 
Clearly, D(~) _C ~\0j_2 9 Moreover, Xe[D(~ ) is bipartite (C~(~) and C~(~) 
are the color classes). D(~) is invariant under ~e.  ID(~)n  0~_11----K~._ 1 
(since C~(~) _C D(~) n 0j_ 0. 
Clearly, there is a family o~ e of q~e-invariant subsets of D(~) satisfying 
I ~ [ = 2 ~j-1 and for any two sets K, L ~ ~,  
:/: K n 0j_ 1 @ L n 0j_l (K :/= L). 03)  
Let M(~:) be an arbitrary member of the family 
~\{K  : K ~ ~,  K r~ 0j_ 1 = M(a) n 0~._1 for some % 0s_ 1 ~ o~ < ~}. 
This family is nonempty by (13) since by (1) 
I ~\Oj_l  I < I 0~\0j_l t = ~ ~< 2 '~;-* = 1~ I. 
M(~) satisfies (5) and (8) by the definition of ~-e. Property (6) holds vacu- 
ously for ~ = ~:. As M(s ~) C D(~:), for a = ~ (7) and (10) follow from the 
corresponding properties of D(~:). Our choice of M(~) assures that (9) holds 
for ~ < fi = ~. Consequently, our transfinite recursion works for all ~ < 0, 
thus Xo is defined and (5)-(10) hold for all o~,/3 < 0. Let X = Xo 9 By (5), Xis 
O-invariant, and by (6), X] 0 0 = X'. 
Property (11) holds for ~ = 0, too, hence the K4-subgraphs of X cover 
exactly 0 0 . Consequently, 0 0 is invariant under A(X) .  Using (7) and (8) it 
follows by induction on i that 0~\0i_1 invariant under A(X)  (i = 1 ..... m). 
As X' is asymmetric, every vertex in 0 0 is fixed under A(X) .  The same follows 
from (9) by induction on i for the vertices in 0i\0~_1 (i = 1 ..... m). We con- 
clude that X is asymmetric and the lemma is proved. 
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5. PRELIMINARIES 
5.1. DEFINITION. The group G is a generalized dihedral group if it contains 
an Abelian subgroup H of index 2 such that the members of GIH are of order 
2 and i fg  E G\H, h E Hthen M ---- h -1 (M = g-~hg). His  the kernel of G. 
(Clearly, it suffices to require that one member  g ~ G\H has these proper- 
ties.) 
5.2. PROPOSITION. For any group G of  order >2 precisely one of  the 
following holds: 
O) G is generated by its elements o f  order >2;  
(ii) G is an elementary Abelian 2-group; 
(iii) G is a generalized ihedral group whose kernel is generated by its 
elements o f  order >2. 
Proof. Assume that (i) does not hold and let H denote the normal sub- 
group of G generated by its elements of order >2.  
The elements of G\H are of order 2. Hence, for g ~ G\H, h ~ H we have 
g~ = (gh) ~ = e, h g = h -~. It follows that H is Abelian. I f  (iii) does not hold 
then I G : H [ > 2. Hence there are a, b, e ~ GIH such that ab = c. So, for 
any h E H, h 4 = h ab ~ (MO o ~-- h, thus every member  of G is of order 2 : (ii) 
holds. 
Clearly, for [ G [ > 2 at most one of  (i), (ii), (iii) can hold. 
The following is essentially well known. The method used is due to Frucht 
[9, 10], Sabidussi [23], de Groot  [11]; was further developed by Hedrlin and 
Pultr [14], and others; and is known as the gip-produet construction (cf. 
Mendelsohn [19]). 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Given an integer k ~ 2 and an infinite cardinal K there 
are 2 K nonisomorphic 2-connected asymmetric graphs Y o f  power K such that 
every vertex o f  Y is contained in a Kk , but Y does not contain a Kk+~ 9 
Proof. Let k ~ 3. Choose a function f :  [K] 2 --~ {2k --  1, 2k}. Consider 
the complete graph whose vertex set is •. Subdivide every edge {~, fi} (o~ < 
fl < K) by insertingf({c~,/3}) --  1 new vertices on it. So, ~ and/3 are joined by 
a path x0 -- ~, xl ..... x~ =/3  where m = f({~,/3}). We define a graph Y on 
the vertex set of this subdivision graph by connecting xi to xj iff either 
l i - j l  = 1 or 1 ~ i< j~mand l i - j l  ~k- -  I (for every c~ < /3 < K). 
Clearly, Y is 2-connected, every vertex of Y is contained in a Kk,  and 
K~+I q~ Y. The set of  vertices of infinite degree is K. The paths and the ordering 
of K can be easily recognized, hence the asymmetry of Y follows. Different 
choices of f result in nonisomorphic graphs Y. 
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For k = 2, subdivide every edge of the graph Y constructed above by new 
vertices. 
5.4. PROPOSITION (W. Imrich). Let G be an elementary Abelian 2-group. 
For ] G [ ) 32, G has a graphieal regular representation. 
(This has been proven by Imrich [15, 16] for the finite case. The proof of  
[15] works for infinite G too, using a triangle-free 2-connected asymmetric 
graph of power I G I ; cf. Proposition 5.3, k = 2.) 
5.5. DEFINITION. For t ) 1 an integer, a subset L of the group G is called 
t-product free, if for any m-tuple {xl ..... xm} of pairwise different members of  
L and for any sequence ~ ,..., E~ where E~ = •  
L is square free, if 
implies x = y. 
"~ "'" x~ ~ :/: e (m = 1 . . . . .  t ) .  X 1 
x 2 = y• x, y E L 
5.6. PROPOSITION. Let G be an infinite group and K an infinite generating 
set of  G. Then K contains an infinite subset L which is square free, 4-product 
free, and generates G. 
Proof. Let L1 be a maximal 4-product-free subset of L. Clearly, Lx is 
infinite and (L1) = (L )  = G. Let L 2 be a maximal square-free subset of  L 1 . 
Set N = {y• : y ~ L2). I f  x ~ LI\L2 then either x ~ N or x 2 ~ Lz w L~ -1. Let 
L~ = L I \ (N w L2) and L4 = L2\{x • : x ~ La}. Let L = L~ u L4. 
For x~La  we have x 2~L~wL~ -~ whence x2q~L awL~ 1 (since L~n 
L~ -1 _C L2 because L1 is 2-product free); and x 2 q~ L4 • L~ -1 by the definition 
of  L4. For x~L4_CL2 we have x z~N=N -1 whence x 2r  1, and 
x 2 q~ L2 u L~I~_ L4 w L~ 1 because L2 is square free. To sum up, L is square 
free (and 4-product free since L _C L0.  Clearly (L )  ~ (Law L~) ~ (L~) = 
G. 
We have to show that L is infinite. (For [ G [ > co this is obvious.) L~ is 
infinite. I f  L2 is finite then so is N, hence L3 is infinite. I f  L~ is infinite and L3 
is finite then L4 is infinite. The proof  is complete. 
5.7. Notation. For G a group and H _C G, let Re(H)  = {(x, y): x, y ~ G, 
x-ly ~ H). 
5.8. PROPOSITION (Sabidussi [24]). Let X = (G, R) be a digraph and let 
H = {x ~ G : (e, x) ~ R}. Then 
A(X)  ~ G* i f  and only i f  R = R~(H). 
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Proof Clear. 
5.9. PROPOSITION. Let P ~ Sc be a permutation group acting on G. 
Assume that G* <~ P. Then for any x ~ G, P~ ~ P~ implies P~ = P~. 
Proof Let p ~ P~ and p(x) : y. Denoting A~A-~lp : q, we have q ~ P~ 
Pc, hence e : q(e) : xy -1, as stated. 
Statements similar to the next one appear in almost all papers on GRR-s.  
5.10. PROPOSITION. Let G be a group, H C G, and X = (G, Re(H)) a 
digraph. 
l f  there is a subset L of  G such that A,(X) <~ A~(X)for all x ~ L then A,(X) = 
Az(X)for all x ~ ~L). In particular, X is a DRR of G provided (L~ = G. 
Proof Let 
M = (y ~ G : A~(X)  = A~(X)) .  
By 5.9, L C M. It suffices to prove that M is a subgroup of G. This follows 
immediately from the fact that y ~ M iff A u belongs to the normalizer of  
A,(X) in So.  
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
6.1. THEOREM. Let G be an infinite group which & not a generalized dihedral 
group. Then there are subsets 111 C_ G, 1t2 C_ H{IH1 satisfying (HI~ = G, 
H1 n H~ 1 = ~, H 2 = H~ 1, H1 n H2 = ;~ such that, denoting R = Re(H1 ~3 H~), 
the digraph (H1, [//1] ~ r R) is asymmetric and therefore Z = (G, R) is a 
ORR of C. 
(For the notation cf. 5.7.) 
Proof Let K = {x ~ G : x 2 :A e). By 5.2, (K )  = G. It is easily seen that 
I K I /> oJ. We apply 5.6 to obtain a 4-product-free and square-free infinite 
subset L of  K, which generates G. Let I L [ --  A (= I G I). 
(a) I f  there is a cardinal K such that 2 ~ < A ~< 22~ then L contains an 
independent set M of power ~: by 3.2(iii). 
(b) I f  A ~ 2 ~ then L contains an independent set M of power x = co 
by '3.20). 
(c) I f  x ~ A ~ 2 ~ for some uncountable strong limit cardinal K then L 
contains a quasi-independent subset M of power x by 3.5. Let 
M=UM  
ez <v 
be the corresponding partition (see 3.4). 
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Clearly, all possibilities for ;~ are covered by (a), (b), and (c). We treat these 
cases in parallel: 
Let L'  be a subset of  L /Msuch  that (M u L ' )  = G and let I L'  i be minimal 
under this condition. (Possibly L '  = ~ .) 
Let ] L '  I = /z  and L' = {u~ : o~ </z}. Let 
N = {u~ : ~ </z  and u~ ~ (M w {u~ :/3 < ~})}. 
Clearly (M w N)  = G, hence I N I = /~ and, restricting the ordering of  L '  to 
N, we obtain 
N = {x~ : 13 </~}, 
x~ q~ (M ty {x~, : ), < 13}). (**) 
Let 
M = {y~ : a < x}; 
in case (c) we require that for ~ < 13 < v the elements of M~ precede the 
elements of M~. 
We are going to apply Lemma 4.2. 
Let K 0 = K. In cases (b) and (c) let m = 1 and K~ =/z  (~) .  In case (a) let 
m = 2, K 1 = 2 ~, and K 2 =/~ (= ,~). So 4.2 (1) and (2) are satisfied. In either 
case we have 0 = ~c §  
Let us identify M u N with the ordinal 0 in the natural way: y~ ~ % 
xB ~+ K § ]3 (c~ < K, 13 </~). Thus, henceforth, 0 _C G. 
We define O : [012 --~ [012 by 
0({~, 13)) = {~, ~13-~) (13 < ~ < 0) 
if ~/3--1~ ff 0; otherwise we set 
o({~, 13)) --  {~,/3): 
I f  t3 < c~ < 0 and ~13-10~ = 7 ~ 0 then 7 < a because of (**) and of the 
independence (quasi-independence, resp.) of  M = •. Consequently O 
satisfies 4.2 (3) and O 2 = id. 
In cases (a) and (b) let X'  = (~c, E')  be an arbitrary asymmetric graph 
which contains no K~ but each vertex of which belongs to a K4 (cf. 5.3). 
In case (c) let Y~ = (Ms,  F~) be a connected asymmetric graph which 
contains no K~ but each vertex of  which belongs to a/s Let X'  = 0r E') = 
(U~<~M~, U~<vF~) be the disjoint union of  these graphs. 
Clearly, 0 I[K] 2 = i d in  cases (a) and (b); and 0 I[M~] 2 = id for all a < v 
in case (c). This implies that in either case, X '  is O-invariant. 
Now we can apply Lemma 4.2. We obtain a O-invariant asymmetric graph 
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X = (0, E). This enables us to define the required digraph Z ---- (G, R) where 
R = Rc(H~ u H~). Let 
H~= Mu N (=0) ,  
H~ = {x-~y : {x, y) ~ E). 
Clearly, (1 t l )=  G, H2 C H[aH1, H2 = H~ 1, and (as Ha C K) //1 n 
Hi  -a = ;~. By 5.10 all we have to prove is that A~(Z) <~ A~(Z) for all x e / /1 .  
3-product-freeness and square-freeness of L imply that //1 c~//2 C / /1  n 
H~IH~ = ~.  Hence the set 
{x e G : (e, x) e R and (x, e) r R} 
coincides precisely with H 1 . So, 1-11 is invariant under A~(Z). 
We assert that for a,/3 < 0, (a,/3) E R (if and) only if {~,/3} ~ E. 
For, (~,/3) E R implies o~-a/3 = 7-1~ for some {y, ~} ~ E, I f  {~,/3} = {7, 8} 
we are done. 
Otherwise, using the 4-product-freeness. we obtain ~ = ~ or/3 = 7. We 
may assume ~ = ~, /3 @ 7 :7  -1~ = ~ 9 By (**) and the independence 
(quasi-independence, r sp.) of K we have/3, 7 < a and so 0({~, 7}) = {~,/3}. 
As {c~, 7} e E and X is O-invariant, we have the required relation {~,/3} E E. 
We conclude that (//1 x /41) n R = Re (cf. 1.1), in other words, Z I / /1 
coincides with the asymmetric graph X, hence A~(Z) f ixes//1 pointwise, or 
equivalently, A~(Z) ~ Ax(Z) for all x e / /1  9 The proof  is complete. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let G be a generalized dihedral group but not an elementary 
2-group. Then G has a DRR. 
Proof Let G1 ~ G denote the kernel of  G (see 5.1). Applying Theorem 6.1 
to G1 we obtain the sets H I ,  //2 _C G1 with the appropriate properties des- 
cribed in 6.1. Le tge  GIGa ; sog  2 = e. Let H~ = H2 u {g}; 
w--  (6; R~(Ha u/-O). 
//1 is invariant under A~(W) since H1 n Hi  -1 = ~,  H~ --  H~ -1 and/ /1  n 
H~ = ~.  The digraph (/-/1, [H112 n Rcl(Ha kJ H~)) being asymmetric this 
implies A~(W) ~ Ax(W) for all x e / /1  since Re(Ha u H~) n [G1] ~ = 
Rcl(H 1 w H~) because g r G1 = (/-/1 u / /2 ) ) .  Hence A,(W) = As(W) for all 
x e G1 by 5.10. The single neighbor of e in W, outside Ga is g, whence A,(W) 
A~(W). We conclude by 5.10 that Wis a DRR of G. The proof  of theorem 6.2 
is complete, as well as the proof  of the Main Theorem 0.10, in view of 5.2, 
5.4, 6.1, and 6.2. 
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7. PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES 
7.1. First we prove 0.13. Let IGt  >~to, and Y=(G,R)  be a DRR of 
G: A(Y) -~ G*. We may assume that Y has a loop at every vertex, i.e., 
R D {(x, x): x ~ G}. Let 
V=G X {0,1}; 
E = {{(x, 0), (y, 0)}: x, y ~ G, x @ y} ~9 {{(x, 0), (y, 1)}: (x, y) ~ R}; 
f (x,  O) = (x, 1); f (x,  1) = (x, 0) (x ~ G). 
Let X = (V; E, f ) .  We have {v,f(v)} ~ E(v ~ V) since (x, x) ~ R for each 
x ~ G. The neighborhood of (y, 1) induces a complete subgraph of (V, E); 
that of (x, 0) does not (x, y E G). Hence G x {0} and G x {1} are invariant 
under A(X). The role o f f  is to assure that, given ap  ~ A(X) there is a q ~S~ 
such that p(x, i) = (q(x), i) (i = 0, 1). Now, 
(x, y) E R ~ {(x, 0), (y, 1)} ~ E .~ {p(x, 0), p(y, 1)} ~ E 
-~ {(q(x), 0), (q(y), 1)} ~ E -> (q(x), q(y)) ~ R, 
hence q ~ A(Y). The converse is trivial, hence A(X) _~ A(Y) -~ G* ~ G. The 
orbits are G x {i}. 
I f6~<lG1 <to  then there is a graph Z=(V,E)  with V~--G x {0,1} 
such that A(Z) consists of the permutations (x, i) ~ (q(x), i) (x ~ G, i = 
0, 1) for q E G* and {(x, 0), (x, 1)} E E for every x ~ G (see [1]). Hence, 
def in ingfas above, the resulting X = (V; E, f )  satisfies the conditions. 
7.2. Now Theorem 0.11 is 
suffice [1] except for G ~ Z , ,  3 
[ G I >~ to let X ---- (V; E, f) be as 
immediate. For ] G ] < to even two orbits 
~< n < 5 when three orbits are needed. For 
constructed above. Set 
V '= VuG x{2}, 
E'  --~ E L) {{(x, 2), (x, i)}: x e G, i = 0, 1}. 
Let X' = (V', E'). Clearly, X'  is a graph, A(X') ~ A(X) ~ G and A(X') has 
three orbits. 
7.3. The construction of a partial order with three orbits (0.14) goes 
similarly. We prove: 
PROPOSITION. I f  a group G has a DRR then there is a partial order X 
(V, ~)  such that 
(i) A(X) ~ G, 
(ii) A(X) has three orbits on V. 
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Proof Let Y = (G, R) be a DRR of  G. Let 
V=G • {0,1,2}, 
and define the relation ~ by 
(a) (x, i) <~ (x, i) (x ~ G, i = O, 1, 2); 
(b) (x , i )~(y , i+  l ) i f fx=y(x ,y~G, i=O,  1); 
(c) (x, O) <~ (y, 2) iff x = y or (x, y) ~ R (x, y ~ G). 
Let X = (V, ~<). 
Clearly, this is a partial order, whose levels are G • {i} (0 ~< i ~< 2), 
hence these sets are invariant under A(X).  Part (b) guarantees that, given 
p ~ A(X),  there is a q e So such that 
p(x, i) = (q(x), i) (0 <~ i <~ 2, x ~ G). 
Now q ~ A(Y)  since for x ~ y 
(x, y) ~ R .~ (x, O) <~ (y, 2) ~-p(x,  O) <~ p(y, 2) 
.**- (q(x), 0) ~< (q(y), 2) ~=~ (q(x), q(y)) ~ R. 
Hence A(X)_~ A(Y)  = G*. 
7.4. Proof of  O.15. We apply 0.13. Let X = (V; E, f )  satisfy 0.13 (i)-(iv). 
Let S = V w {0, y, 3} where 0, ~, and 3 are special symbols, not in V. We 
define multiplication on S by 
ab = 
ab = 3 
ab = 0 
if a, b ~ V, f (a)  = b; 
if a, b ~ V, {a, b} r E; 
in any other case (a, b ~ S). 
(As {a, f(a)} e E, there is no contradiction in this definition.) Clearly, we have 
ab = ba for any a, b ~ S (since f2 = id). S is a semigroup under this multi- 
plication, since (ab)c = 0 = a(bc) for any a, b, c e S. 
For  p ~ A(X)  let ~'~: S -+ S be defined by ~-~ ] V = p, ~ ]{3', 3, 0} = id. 
The permutations {~-~ : p ~ A(X)} form a group A, isomorphic to A(X).  A has 
three fixed points and two further orbits. All we have to prove is A = A(S). 
Clearly, A ~ A(S). To prove the converse, let cp ~ A(S). Let S k = {al "'" a~ : 
ai ~ S}. We have S 2 = {0, 7, 3}, S 3 = {0}, hence {0, ~,, 3} is invariant under q~ 
and cp(0) = 0. Moreover,  {a 2 : a e S} = {0, 3} (since for any a e V, {a, a} = 
{a} r E). Hence c,v(3) = 3, and so, q~@) = 7. 
Finally, V = S\{0, 7, 3} is invariant under ~. Let p = ~0 ] V. For  any 
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a, b ~ V we have {a, b} r E iff ab = 3 iff q~(a) 9(b) = 3 iff {99(a), ~o(b)} 6 E. 
Hence p ~ A(X) ,  ~o = err, completing the proof of 0.1 5. 
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